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ABSTRACT 

Amagnetic recording medium for thermally-assisted record 
ing is a bilayer of a high-coercivity, high-anisotropy ferro 
magnetic material like FePt and a sWitching material like 
FeRh or Fe(RhM) (Where M is Ir, Pt, Ru, Re or Os) that 
exhibits a sWitch from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic at 
a transition temperature less than the Curie temperature of 
the high-coercivity material. The high-coercivity recording 
layer and the sWitching layer are exchange coupled ferro 
magnetically When the sWitching layer is in its ferromag 
netic state. To Write data the bilayer medium is heated above 
the transition temperature of the sWitching layer. When the 
sWitching layer becomes ferromagnetic, the total magneti 
Zation of the bilayer is increased, and consequently the 
sWitching ?eld required to reverse a magnetized bit is 
decreased Without loWering the anisotropy of the recording 
layer. The magnetic bit pattern is recorded in both the 
recording layer and the sWitching layer. When the media is 
cooled to beloW the transition temperature of the sWitching 
layer, the sWitching layer becomes antiferromagnetic and the 
bit pattern remains in the high-anisotropy recording layer. 
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THERMALLY - ASSISTED MAGNETIC 

RECORDING DISK WITH RECORDING LAYER 
EXCHANGE- COUPLED TO 

ANTIFERROMAGNETIC-TO-FERROMAGNETIC 
SWITCHING LAYER 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] This invention relates to thermally-assisted mag 
netic recording (TAMR) disk drives, in Which data is Written 
While the magnetic recording layer is at an elevated tem 
perature, and more particularly to a TAMR disk that has a 
ferromagnetic recording layer exchange-coupled to an anti 
ferromagnetic-to-ferromagnetic sWitching layer. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Magnetic recording disk drives use a thin ?lm 
inductive Write head supported on the end of a rotary 
actuator arm to record data in the recording layer of a 
rotating disk. The Write head is patterned on the trailing 
surface of a head carrier, such as a slider With an air-bearing 
surface (ABS) to alloW the slider to ride on a thin ?lm of air 
above the surface of the rotating disk. The Write head is an 
inductive head With a thin ?lm electrical coil located 
betWeen the poles of a magnetic yoke. When Write current 
is applied to the coil, the pole tips provide a localiZed 
magnetic ?eld across a gap that magnetiZes regions of the 
recording layer on the disk so that the magnetic moments of 
the magnetiZed regions are oriented into one of tWo distinct 
directions. The transitions betWeen the magnetized regions 
represent the tWo magnetic states or binary data bits. The 
magnetic moments of the magnetiZed regions are oriented in 
the plane of the recording layer in longitudinal or horiZontal 
recording, and perpendicular to the plane in perpendicular or 
vertical recording. 

[0003] The magnetic material (or media) for the recording 
layer on the disk is chosen to have suf?cient coercivity such 
that the magnetiZed data bits are Written precisely and retain 
their magnetiZation state until Written over by neW data bits. 
The data bits are Written in a sequence of magnetiZation 
states to store binary information in the drive and the 
recorded information is read back With a use of a read head 
that senses the stray magnetic ?elds generated from the 
recorded data bits. Magnetoresistive (MR) read heads 
include those based on anisotropic magnetoresistance 
(AMR), giant magnetoresistance (GMR) such as the spin 
valve type of GMR head, and more recently magnetic 
tunneling, such as the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) head. 
Both the Write and read heads are kept in close proximity to 
the disk surface by the slider’s ABS, Which is designed so 
that the slider “?ies” over the disk surface as the disk rotates 
beneath the slider. 

[0004] The areal data density (the number of bits that can 
be recorded on a unit surface area of the disk) is noW 
approaching the point Where magnetic grains that make up 
the data bits are so small that they can be demagnetiZed 
simply from thermal instability or agitation Within the 
magnetiZed bit (the so-called “superparamagnetic” effect). 
To avoid thermal instabilities of the stored magnetiZation, a 
minimal stability ratio of stored magnetic energy per grain, 
KUV, to thermal energy, kBT, of KUV/kBT>>60 Will be 
required Where KU and V are the magneto-crystalline anisot 
ropy and the magnetic sWitching volume, respectively, and 
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kB and T are the BoltZman constant and absolute tempera 
ture, respectively. Because a small number of grains of 
magnetic material per bit are required to prevent unaccept 
able media noise, the sWitching volume V Will have to 
decrease, and accordingly KU Will have to increase. HoW 
ever, increasing KU also increases the sWitching ?eld, HO, 
Which is proportional to the ratio KU/MS, Where MS is the 
saturation magnetiZation (the magnetic moment per unit 
volume). (The sWitching ?eld H0 is the ?eld required to 
reverse the magnetiZation direction, Which for most mag 
netic materials is very close to but slightly greater than the 
coercivity or coercive ?eld Hc of the material.) Obviously, 
HO cannot exceed the Write ?eld capability of the recording 
head, Which currently is limited to about 9 kOe for longi 
tudinal recording, and perhaps 15 kOe for perpendicular 
recording. 
[0005] Since it is knoWn that the coercivity of the mag 
netic material of the recording layer is temperature depen 
dent, one proposed solution to the thermal stability problem 
is thermally-assisted magnetic recording (TAMR), Wherein 
the magnetic material is heated locally to near or above its 
Curie temperature during Writing to loWer the coercivity 
enough for Writing to occur, but high enough for thermal 
stability of the recorded bits at the ambient temperature of 
the disk drive (i.e., the normal operating or “room” tem 
perature). Several approaches for heating the media in 
TAMR have been proposed, including use of a laser beam or 
ultraviolet lamp to do the localiZed heating, as described in 
“Data Recording at Ultra High Density”, IBM Technical 
Disclosure Bulletin, Vol. 39, No. 7, July 1996, p. 237; 
“Thermally-Assisted Magnetic Recording”, IBM Technical 
Disclosure Bulletin, Vol. 40, No. 10, October 1997, p. 65; 
and IBM’s US. Pat. No. 5,583,727. A read/Write head for 
use in a TAMR system is described in US. Pat. No. 
5,986,978, Wherein a special optical channel is fabricated 
adjacent to the pole or Within the gap of a Write head for 
directing laser light or heat doWn the channel. IBM’s pend 
ing application Ser. No. 09/608,848 ?led Jun. 29, 2000 
describes a TAMR disk drive Wherein the thin ?lm inductive 
Write head includes an electrically resistive heater located in 
the Write gap betWeen the pole tips of the Write head for 
locally heating the magnetic recording layer. 
[0006] Generally, KU and MS of a magnetic material 
decrease With temperature according to KU(T)~MS(T)n(e.g., 
n=3 for cubic materials), such that HO=otKU/MS also 
decreases steadily With increasing temperature, Where (x51 
for isotropic media and 0152 for highly oriented media. 
Therefore by heating the media during the Write process and 
letting it cool to room temperature, the Write ?eld constraint 
of the head can be circumvented While at the same time 
retaining the long time thermal stability of the stored mag 
netiZations representing the recorded data bits. HoWever, for 
materials With a very high magneto-crystalline anisotropy 
this requires Writing at close to the Curie temperature of the 
media. In IBM’s pending application Ser. No. 09/874,100 
?led Jun. 4, 2001, a technique is described that uses a bilayer 
of tWo ferromagnetic materials. The ?rst ferromagnetic layer 
is formed of a high-coercivity (or magnetically “hard”) 
material that has a room temperature coercivity too high for 
Writing With a conventional Write head and a loW Curie 
temperature. The second ferromagnetic layer directly above 
or beloW the ?rst layer is formed of a loW-coercivity (or 
magnetically “soft”) material With a coercivity suitable for 
Writing With a conventional Write head and a high Curie 
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temperature. During Writing the bilayer is heated to a 
temperature of about or slightly above the Curie temperature 
of the ?rst layer, thereby reducing or eliminating the coer 
civity of the ?rst layer. The bit pattern is then recorded in the 
second layer. The tWo layers then cool, and as the ?rst layer 
cools to beloW its Curie temperature, it becomes ferromag 
netic again and the bit pattern is “copied” from the second 
layer into the ?rst layer by magnetic exchange interaction. 
Upon further cooling the anisotropy of the ?rst layer returns 
to its original high value, thus providing the desired long 
term stability of the recorded data bits. 

[0007] A practical implementation of this type of TAMR 
disk uses a layer of loW coercivity material suitable for 
Writing With a conventional Write head and With a high Curie 
temperature TCL (e.g., a granular CoPtCrB alloy), and a 
layer of high coercivity material incapable of being Written 
to by a conventional Write head and With a loW Curie 
temperature TCH (e.g., chemically-ordered high anisotropy 
FePt). 
[0008] The sWitching ?eld HO of such a bilayer material is 
best approximated by 

KHIH +KLIL 
H0 : a. i 

MHIH + MLIL 

[0009] Where KH and KL are the anisotropy constants of 
the high and loW coercivity layers, respectively, MH and ML 
are the saturation magnetiZation values of the high and loW 
coercivity layers, respectively, and tH and tL are the thick 
nesses of the high and loW coercivity layers, respectively. 
Writing is then achieved by heating the bilayer to a mini 
mum Write temperature T ETCHEOOO K, Whereby KH is 
signi?cantly reduced such that HO of the bilayer is beloW the 
available Write ?eld of the head. Due to the steep tempera 
ture dependence of KH at or near TCH and a distribution of 
TCH given by the grain siZe distribution in the high-coer 
civity layer, it Will be desirable to Write data at TW>TCH, 
Which Will undesirably expose adjacent data tracks to ther 
mal decay of the stored information. According to the 
formula given above, at room temperature the sWitching 
?eld HO of the bilayer, although higher than the sWitching 
?eld of the loW-coercivity layer, HOL=otKL L, Will alWays 
be loWer than the sWitching ?eld of the high-coercivity layer, 
HOH=otKH H. This Will effectively reduce the potential 
gain in areal density provided by the high anisotropy mate 
rial. 

[0010] IBM’s US. Pat. No. 5,463,578 describes a mag 
neto-optic (MO) recording medium that uses an antiferro 
magnetic-to-ferromagnetic sWitching material, such as 
FeRh, betWeen a high-coercivity bias layer With a very high 
Curie temperature and the perpendicularly magnetiZed MO 
recording layer. The MO layer must be formed of a material 
With a Curie temperature less than the transition temperature 
TAF of the sWitching material (TAF is the temperature at 
Which the material sWitches from its antiferromagnetic state 
at room temperature to its ferromagnetic state). To record the 
MO layer in one magnetiZation direction, the medium is 
heated to a temperature above both the Curie temperature of 
the MO layer and T AF, Which renders the sWitching material 
ferromagnetic and alloWs the bias layer to couple its ?eld 
through the sWitching material to the MO layer. To record 
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the MO layer in the opposite magnetiZation direction, the 
medium is heated to a temperature above the Curie tem 
perature of the MO layer but beloW T AF so that the sWitching 
material remains antiferromagnetic and prevents the bias 
layer from affecting the magnetiZation direction of the MO 
layer. U.S. Pat. No. 5,666,346 describes a MO medium that 
functions similar to the MO medium of the ’578 patent in 
that it uses an antiferromagnetic-to-ferromagnetic sWitching 
layer to merely mediate coupling betWeen the MO layer and 
a bias layer. US. Pat. No. 5,663,935 describes a MO 
recording medium that also uses an antiferromagnetic-to 
ferromagnetic sWitching layer beneath the MO layer, but 
takes advantage of the property that the sWitching material 
has a transition temperature hysteresis, meaning that T AF is 
slightly greater than the temperature TFA at Which the 
material sWitches from ferromagnetic back to antiferromag 
netic. The Curie temperature of the MO layer in the ’935 
patent is required to be betWeen TFA and T AF. 

[0011] For TAMR it is desirable to take full advantage of 
the room-temperature high anisotropy of a high-coercivity 
recording material like FePt, but still alloW Writing to the 
material at an elevated temperature Well beloW its Curie 
temperature Tc. In addition, this recording material must 
have suf?cient magnetic moment at room temperature to 
alloW reading of the recorded data by a conventional MR 
read head. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] The invention is a TAMR disk that uses a bilayer 
medium of a high-coercivity high-anisotropy ferromagnetic 
material like FePt and a sWitching material like FeRh or 
Fe(RhM) (Where M is Ir, Pt, Ru, Re or Os) that exhibits a 
sWitch from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic at a transi 
tion temperature less than the Curie temperature of the 
high-coercivity material. The high-coercivity recording 
layer and the sWitching layer are exchange coupled ferro 
magnetically When the sWitching layer is in its ferromag 
netic state. To Write data the bilayer medium is heated above 
the transition temperature of the sWitching layer. When the 
sWitching layer becomes ferromagnetic, the total magneti 
Zation of the bilayer is increased, and consequently the 
sWitching ?eld required to reverse a magnetiZed bit is 
decreased Without loWering the anisotropy of the recording 
layer. The magnetic bit pattern is recorded in both the 
recording layer and the sWitching layer. When the media is 
cooled to beloW the transition temperature of the sWitching 
layer, the sWitching layer becomes antiferromagnetic and the 
bit pattern remains in the high-anisotropy recording layer. 

[0013] For a fuller understanding of the nature and advan 
tages of the present invention, reference should be made to 
the folloWing detailed description taken together With the 
accompanying ?gures. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

[0014] FIG. 1 is a sectional vieW of a TAMR disk of the 
present invention illustrating the sWitching layer and record 
ing layer. 
[0015] FIG. 2 is a graph of transition temperature T AF as 
a function of Ir, Pt and Pd content for a Fe(Rh1_XMX)1_O8 
antiferromagnetic-to-ferromagnetic sWitching material. 

[0016] FIG. 3 illustrates the cycle of magnetic moment 
With temperature for a FeRh/FePt bilayer. 
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[0017] FIGS. 4A-4B are magnetic hysteresis loops for 
FeRh/FePt bilayers at 250 K and 390 K, respectively. 

[0018] FIG. 5 is a graph of coercivity versus temperature 
for a FeRh/FePt bilayer. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0019] FIG. 1 shoWs a sectional vieW of the TAMR disk 
of the present invention. The disk comprises a substrate 10, 
an optional seed layer or underlayer 12, a FeRh antiferro 
magnetic-to-ferromagnetic sWitching layer 14, a high anisot 
ropy ferromagnetic recording or storage layer 16 on the 
sWitching layer 14, and a protective overcoat 18. The 
recording layer 16 is shoWn on top of the sWitching layer 14, 
but these tWo layers can be reversed. The optional seed layer 
12 is used to enhance the groWth of the layer immediately 
above it. 

[0020] The disk substrate 10 is typically glass, but may be 
any conventional disk substrate material. The overcoat 18 is 
typically diamond-like amorphous carbon or nitrogenated 
carbon, but may be any conventional disk overcoat. All of 
the layers 12, 14, 16 and 18 are deposited on the substrate 
10 by conventional thin ?lm deposition techniques, such as 
RF or DC magnetron sputtering, ion beam deposition, or 
molecular beam epitaxy. 

[0021] The sWitching layer 14 is formed of an alloy of 
FeRh or Fe(RhM) that has the property that it transitions 
from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic as the temperature 
is increased to a transition temperature TAF. FeRh or 
Fe(RhM) alloys With this property are substantially in the 
body-centered-cubic (bcc) phase and are substantially 
chemically-ordered. Thus the sWitching layer 14 is prefer 
ably formed of FeX(Rh1OO_yMy)10O_X, (Oéyé 15), Where the 
value of X is selected so that the Fe(RhM) (or FeRh if y=0) 
alloy is substantially in the bcc phase. In the chemically 
ordered bcc structure Fe atoms occupy the cube corners and 
Rh atoms the cube centers. For Fe-rich alloys certain of the 
Rh atoms are substituted With Fe atoms, and for Rh-rich 
alloys certain of the Fe atoms are substituted With Rh atoms 
in the cubic structure. According to the phase diagram 
FexRhloo_X alloys exhibit a single bcc phase for 48.5 éxé 55, 
and a tWo-phase mixture of bcc and face-centered-cubic 
(fcc) for 33§x§48.5. Thus for the present invention it is 
believed that the FeRh or Fe(RhM) alloy Will have a 
sufficient amount of bcc-phase material to exhibit the 
required antiferromagnetic-to-ferromagnetic transition if X 
is approximately in the range of 402x255. The FeRh or 
Fe(RhM) alloy becomes substantially chemically-ordered 
by deposition at an elevated temperature or by post-depo 
sition annealing. 

[0022] The transition temperature TAF of the FeRh alloy 
can be increased to match the recording system requirements 
by substituting a fraction of the Rh atoms With the third 
element M. The element M is selected from the group 
consisting of Ir, Pt, Ru, Re and Os. FIG. 2 (reproduced from 
FIG. 1(a) in J. S. Kouvel, J. Appl. Phys. 37, 1257 (1966)) 
shoWs the magnetiZation vs. temperature curves (and thus 
the transition temperature TAF) for bulk Fe(Rh1_XMX)1_O8 
single crystal samples, Where M=Pt, Ir or Pd. As shoWn by 
the ?gure, Pt and Ir increase T AF, With Ir having a signi? 
cantly greater in?uence than Pt, While Pd decreases T AF. 
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[0023] The ferromagnetic recording or storage layer 16 is 
a high anisotropy material With a room-temperature coer 
civity so high that it is incapable of being Written to by a 
conventional Write head, and may be either perpendicular or 
horiZontal type recording material. The material of record 
ing layer 16 has a Curie temperature TCH greater than and 
preferably Well above T AF. 

[0024] One type of material for recording layer 16 is 
chemically-ordered FePt or CoPt With its c-axis substantially 
out-of-plane for perpendicular recording or substantially 
in-plane for horiZontal recording. Chemically-ordered alloys 
of FePt and CoPt, in their bulk form, are knoWn as tetragonal 
Llo-ordered phase materials (also called CuAu(I) materials). 
They are knoWn for their high magneto-crystalline anisot 
ropy and magnetic moment, properties that are desirable for 
high-density magnetic recording materials. These chemi 
cally-ordered ?lms can be made by several knoWn pro 
cesses. Films having the L1O phase of FePt With the c-axis 
oriented out-of-plane or perpendicular to the substrate, and 
thus suitable for perpendicular magnetic recording media, 
have been groWn onto a hot substrate by molecular beam 
epitaxy and by sputter deposition. They can also be formed 
by alternating the deposition of ?lms of Fe and Pt, folloWed 
by annealing, the latter approach being described in US. 
Pat. No. 5,363,794. Chemically-ordered alloys of FePt and 
CoPt have also been proposed for horiZontal magnetic 
recording media. For example, equiatomic FePt or CoPt can 
be sputter deposited as a continuous ?lm and then subjected 
to a relatively high-temperature post-deposition annealing to 
achieve the chemical ordering. This approach results in the 
c-axis being oriented substantially in the plane of the ?lm, 
so that the ?lms are suitable for horiZontal magnetic record 
ing, as described by Coffey et al., “High Anisotropy L1O 
Thin Films for Longitudinal Recording”, IEEE Transactions 
on Magnetics, Vol. 31, No. 6, November 1995, pp. 2737 
2739. In IBM’s U.S. Pat. No. 6,086,974, a continuous 
granular ?lm With grains of a chemically-ordered FePt or 
CoPt alloy in the tetragonal L1O structure and With the c-axis 
in the plane for horiZontal magnetic recording, is produced 
by sputtering Without annealing. Other high anisotropy 
materials suitable for the recording layer 16 include pseudo 
binary alloys based on the FePt and CoPt L1O phase, i.e., 
FePt—X and CoPt—X, Where the element X may be Ni, Au, 
Cu, Pd or Ag, as Well as granular composite materials such 
as FePt—C, FePt—ZrO, FePt—MgO, FePt—B2O3 and 
other similar composites. While these materials in general 
have similarly high anisotropy as the binary alloy FePt and 
CoPt, they alloW additional control over the magnetic and 
structural properties of the media. Other materials With 
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy include Co—Pt, 
Co—Pd, Fe—Pt and Fe—Pd multilayers. These multilayers 
provide the advantage that they can be processed at loWer 
temperatures than the L1O phase materials, While offering 
relatively high magneto-crystalline anisotropy. Current hori 
Zontal magnetic recording disks use a recording layer of a 
granular CoPtCr alloy, such as CoPtCrB or CoPtCrTa. The 
anisotropy of this horiZontal magnetic recording media can 
be raised to a level suitable for a high KU layer in TAMR by 
increasing the Pt content and decreasing the Cr content. 

[0025] FIG. 3 shoWs the moment temperature hysteresis 
of a FeRh (600 A)/FePt (300 A) bilayer deposited at 800° c. 
onto Si. At 250 K the FePt is ferromagnetic and the FeRh is 
antiferromagnetic. At 400 K both the FePt and the FeRh are 
ferromagnetic. 
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[0026] FIGS. 4A and 4B show the hysteresis loops of this 
FeRh/FePt bilayer below and above the FeRh transition 
temperature TAF, respectively. BeloW TAF, at 250 K the 
coercivity is 9200 Oe, and above TAF, at 390 K the coer 
civity is decreased to 200 Oe. Thus the switching ?eld HO to 
Write at 390 K is considerably loWered, since the total 
moment of the bilayer jumps about one order of magnitude 
due to the FeRh being ferromagnetic. Thus this medium can 
be Written at 390 K and Will be stable at 250 K. For TAMR 
applications Pt or Ir can be added to the FeRh to increase the 
transition temperature. The reason it may be desirable to 
raise TAF above 400 K is to assure that FeRh is in the 
antiferromagnetic state at room temperature to maintain a 
stable magnetiZation in the high coercivity FePt layer at 
room temperature. 

[0027] FIG. 5 shoWs the temperature dependence of the 
coercivity for the same FeRh/FePt bilayer. Generally Hc of 
the bilayer decreases With increasing temperature, but 
around 200 K it starts to decrease at an accelerated rate due 
to the FeRh becoming ferromagnetic at 350 K. 

[0028] The invention Will noW be explained using a spe 
ci?c example. The media structure comprises a glass sub 
strate, a 50 A thick MgO seed layer to de?ne grain siZe and 
provide crystallographic orientation to the subsequent metal 
layers, a 120 A thick sWitching layer of Fe48(Rh94Pt6)52, 
and a 40 A thick storage layer of Fe45Ni1OPt45 doped With a 
nonmagnetic material such as alumina, Zirconia or a similar 
material to provide exchange decoupling of the magnetic 
grains. Preferably this layer Will be groWn to have perpen 
dicular magnetic orientation. The sWitching layer has a 
transition temperature TAF of about 400 K. The magnetic 
storage layer has room temperature magnetiZation MH=1000 
emu/cm3 and anisotropy KH=2.5><107 erg/cm3. MagnetiZa 
tion of the sWitching layer is ML=800 emu/cm3 at the chosen 
Write temperature TW=500 K. At the compositions given 
above the transition temperature T AF is Well beloW the Curie 
temperatures of both the Fe(RhPt) (TcL=650 K) and the 
FeNiPt (TcH=750 

[0029] To Write data, the media is heated to about 500 K, 
Where KH=1.25><107 erg/cm3, MH=800 emu/cm3, and 
ML=800 emu/cm3, resulting in a sWitching ?eld: 

KHIH 
2: 9/(06 

[0030] At this elevated temperature the sWitching layer 
and the storage layer are strongly exchange-coupled ferro 
magnetically, and the media is Writeable by a conventional 
Write head so that the magnetic bit pattern is recorded in both 
the storage layer and the sWitching layer. Subsequently, the 
media is cooled doWn to beloW the transition temperature 
TAF of the Fe(RhPt) sWitching layer. Consequently the Fe(R 
hPt) layer becomes antiferromagnetic and the bit pattern 
remains in the FeNiPt storage layer. At room temperature or 
at the maximum storage temperature (approximately 340 K) 
the sWitching ?eld of the media is then given by the 
sWitching ?eld of just the high anisotropy FeNiPt storage 
layer: 
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[0031] Thus the thermal stability at room temperature is 
greatly enhanced over purely ferromagnetic media With a 
sWitching ?eld of 9 kOe. The tWo layers need to be strongly 
ferromagnetically coupled, Which is achieved by groWing 
them in direct contact With each other. The FePt-based 
storage layer is preferably groWn on top of the Fe(RhM) 
sWitching layer to minimiZe the magnetic spacing betWeen 
the ferromagnetic storage layer and the read sensor for 
reading back the recorded data. 

[0032] Variations of this speci?c example may include a 
textured FePt layer for horiZontal recording as described in 
the previously cited ’974 patent, a laminated structure of 
successive FePt and Fe(RhM) layers, a Fe(RhM) layer 
combined With a CoPt multilayer for perpendicular record 
ing, and a Fe(RhM) layer combined With a conventional 
granular CoPtCrB layer for horiZontal recording. In each of 
these structures the Fe(RhM) layer Will be ferromagnetically 
coupled to the magnetic storage layer. 

[0033] The present invention has the advantage of reduc 
ing the sWitching ?eld Ho for magnetiZation reversal With 
out reducing the anisotropy of the FePt-based storage layer 
due to the additional magnetization provided by the FeRh 
layer When it is above its transition temperature TAF. For 
example, if an FeRh/FePt grain has a KuV/kBT value of 80 
at the maximum storage temperature (approximately 340 K), 
then When the temperature is raised to 400 K to transform 
the FeRh to its ferromagnetic state, the KuV/kBT of the 
composite grain Will not be reduced more than that of a 
FePt-based grain, but there Will be a signi?cant improve 
ment in the ability to Write data. This Will help to reduce 
thermal activation of the composite grain as it cools back to 
room temperature. As discussed above, this has a consider 
able advantage in terms of both Writeability and stability 
over TAMR schemes using media having one or more 
layers, each of Which is ferromagnetic over the entire 
temperature range betWeen the storage temperature (room 
temperature) and the Write temperature. 

[0034] Thus the Fe(RhM) sWitching material, in combi 
nation With a high anisotropy recording material, has sig 
ni?cant bene?ts for TAMR media, including (a) high anisot 
ropy (and thus high thermal high stability) combined With 
loW magnetiZation (and thus loW demagnetiZation ?eld) at 
room temperature, (b) increased moment at Writing tempera 
ture, and (c) rapid ?xing of the magnetiZation pattern due to 
the relatively small temperature range betWeen the antifer 
romagnetic and ferromagnetic state of the Fe(RhM). 

[0035] While the present invention has been particularly 
shoWn and described With reference to the preferred embodi 
ments, it Will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
various changes in form and detail may be made Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Accord 
ingly, the disclosed invention is to be considered merely as 
illustrative and limited in scope only as speci?ed in the 
appended claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A therrnally-assisted magnetic recording disk cornpris 

ing: 

a substrate; 

an antiferrornagnetic-to-ferrornagnetic switching layer of 
FeRh on the substrate and having an antiferrornagnetic 
to-ferrornagnetic transition temperature; and 

a ferromagnetic recording layer on the substrate and in 
contact With the sWitching layer and having a Curie 
temperature greater than the antiferrornagnetic-to-fer 
rornagnetic transition temperature of the sWitching 
layer, the sWitching layer and recording layer being 
exchange-coupled ferrornagnetically When the sWitch 
ing layer is in its ferrornagnetic state. 

2. The disk of claim 1 Wherein the FeRh cornprises 
Fe(RhM), Where M is an element selected from the group 
consisting of Ir, Pt, Ru, Re and Os. 

3. The disk of claim 2 Wherein the Fe(RhM) is FeX(Rh1OO_ 
yMy)1O0_X, Where (Oéyé 15) and (402x255). 

4. The disk of claim 1 Wherein the recording layer is 
formed on top of the sWitching layer. 

5. The disk of claim 4 further comprising a seed layer 
betWeen the substrate and the sWitching layer. 

6. The disk of claim 1 further comprising a protective 
overcoat formed over the recording layer. 
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7. The disk of claim 1 Wherein the recording layer has 
substantially perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. 

8. The disk of claim 1 Wherein the recording layer has 
substantially horiZontal magnetic anisotropy. 

9. The disk of claim 1 Wherein the substrate is glass. 
10. A therrnally-assisted rnagnetic recording disk corn 

prising: 

a substrate; 

a layer of antiferrornagnetic-to-ferrornagnetic sWitching 
material on the substrate, the sWitching material having 
an antiferrornagnetic-to-ferrornagnetic transition tern 
perature and comprising FeX(Rh1OO_yMy)10O_X, Where 
(Oéyé 15) and (402x255), and M is an element 
selected from the group consisting of Ir, Pt, Ru, Re and 
Os; 

a layer of ferromagnetic recording material formed on and 
in contact With the sWitching layer and having a Curie 
temperature greater than the antiferrornagnetic-to-fer 
rornagnetic transition temperature of the sWitching 
layer, the sWitching layer and recording layer being 
exchange-coupled ferrornagnetically When the sWitch 
ing layer is in its ferrornagnetic state; and 

a protective overcoat formed on the recording layer. 

* * * * * 


